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Abstract|This article presents and illustrates a reliability
analysis method developed with focus on Controller Area
Network (CAN) based automotive systems. The method
considers the e�ect of faults on schedulability analysis and
its impact on the reliability estimation of the system, and
attempts to integrate both to aid system developers. We
illustrate the method by modeling a simple distributed an-
tilock braking system, and showing that even in cases where
the worst-case analysis deem the system unschedulable, it
may be proven to satisfy its timing requirements with a suf-
�ciently high probability. From a reliability and cost per-
spective, this article underlines the tradeo�s between timing
guarantees, the level of hardware and software faults, and
per-unit cost.

I. Introduction

During the last decade or so, real-time researchers have
extended schedulability analysis to a mature technique
which for non-trivial systems can be used to determine
whether a set of tasks executing on a single CPU or in
a distributed system will meet their deadlines or not [3][4]
[5]. The main focus of the real-time research community
is on hard real-time systems, and the essence of analysing
such systems is to investigate if deadlines are met in a worst
case scenario. Whether this worst case actually will occur
during execution, or if it is likely to occur, is not normally
considered.
Reliability modeling, on the other hand, involves study

of fault models, characterization of distribution functions
of faults and development of methods and tools for compos-
ing these distributions and models in estimating an overall
reliability �gure for the system.
In [6] we present a model for calculating worst-case laten-

cies of messages under error assumptions for the Controller
Area Network (CAN). In many situations, this analysis
might infer that a given message set is not feasible un-
der worst case fault interferences. Such a result, though
correct, is of limited help to the system designers except to
prompt them to overdesign the system and waste resources
to tackle a situation, which might never happen during the
life time of the system.
When performing schedulability analysis (or any other

type of formal analysis) it is important to keep in mind
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that the analysis is only valid under some speci�c model
assumptions, typically under some assumed \normal con-
dition", e.g., no hardware failures and a \friendly" envi-
ronment. The \abnormal" situations are typically catered
for in the reliability analysis, where probabilities for fail-
ing hardware and environmental interferences are combined
into a system reliability measure. This separation of deter-
ministic (0/1) schedulability analysis and stochastic relia-
bility analysis is a natural simpli�cation of the total anal-
ysis, which unfortunately is quite pessimistic, since it as-
sumes that the \abnormal" is equivalent to failure. Espe-
cially for transient errors/failures, this may not at all be
the case.

Consider, for instance, occasional external interference
on a communication link. The interference will lead to
transmission errors and subsequent retransmission of mes-
sages. The e�ect will be increased message latencies which
may lead to missed deadlines, especially if the interference
coincides with the worst case message transmission sce-
nario considered when performing schedulability analysis.
In other scenarios, the interference will not increase the
worst case message latency, as illustrated in Figure 1. The
�gure shows a system with 3 periodic messages M1, M2

and M3, with the parameters shown in Table I. Assuming
an overhead, O = 1 for error signaling and recovery (but
not including retransmission of the corrupted message), we
have shown the e�ects of 3 di�erent scenarios, correspond-
ing to an external interference hitting the system at di�er-
ent points in time. In the �rst case the error caused by the
interference results in a retransmission of M1, causing M2

andM3 to miss their deadlines. In the second case, though
a re-transmission is necessitated, still the message set meets
its deadlines, whereas in the third scenario, the error has
no e�ect at all since it falls in a period of inactivity of bus.

This simple example shows that there are situations (sce-
narios) when system requirements (e.g. deadlines) are not
violated by the \abnormal". Hence, there is a potential for
obtaining a more accurate and tight reliability analysis by
considering the likelihood of the \abnormal" actually caus-
ing a deadline violation. The basic argument of our work,
is that for any system (even the most safety critical one)
the analysis is only valid as long as the underlying assump-
tions hold. A system can only be guaranteed up to some
level, after which we must resort to reliability analysis. The
main contribution of this article is in providing a method-



Msg ID Period Deadline Transmission time Priority
M1 5 5 2 High
M2 10 7 1 Medium
M3 20 8 1 Low

TABLE I

Message Set Parameters
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Fig. 1. Dependency of E�ects of Faults on Phasings

ology to calculate such an estimate by way of integrating
schedulability and reliability analysis.
Though we use automotive examples throughout the ar-

ticle, it should be pointed put that our results have sub-
stantially wider applicability, both in the sense that CAN
is used in other application domains, such as factory au-
tomation, and that the general approach is applicable also
to other communication systems. Furthermore, our type
of reasoning is especially pertinent considering the growing
trend of using wireless networks in factory automation and
elsewhere. The error behaviour of such systems will most
likely require reliability to be incorporated into the analysis
of timing guarantees.
The outline of the article is as follows. Section II presents

general reliability modelling for distributed real-time sys-
tems and introduces our approach. Section III speci�cally
discusses the scheduling of message sets in Controller Area
Networks under a general fault model, presents schedula-
bility analysis for the model, and introduces a simulation
based approach for analysis of arbitrary samples of phas-
ings and interferences. Section IV illustrates our results,
with a sample message set used in a distributed computer
network inside passenger cars. Section V discusses possible
extensions and presents some conclusions.

II. Reliability Modelling

Reliability is de�ned as the probability that a system can
perform its intended function, under given conditions, for
a given time interval. In the context of an automobile its
intended function is to provide reliable and cost-e�ective
transport of men and material. At a subsystem level,
such as for an Antilock Braking System (ABS) for automo-

biles, this boils down to performing the tasks (mainly in-
put sensors, compute control, and output actuators etc.,)
as per the speci�cations. Being part of a real-time sys-
tem, the speci�cations for ABS, imply the necessity for the
results to be both functionally correct and within timing
speci�cations.
A major issue here is how to compose hardware relia-

bility, software reliability, environment model, and timing
correctness to arrive at reasonable estimates of overall sys-
tem reliability (Fig 2).

Component
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Message
Correctness

Timely Delivery Reliability
Growth Models

Hardware Communications Software
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Fig. 2. System Reliability: A Top-Down View

Let us de�ne

pHF(t) = Probability(Hardware failure at t)

pSF(t) = Probability(Software failure at t)

pF(t) = Probability(Communication failure at t)

The reliability of the system, R(t), is the probability that
the system performs all its intended functions correctly for
a period t. This is given by the product of cumulative prob-
abilities that there are no failures in hardware, software and
communication subsystem during the period (0; t). That is,
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In this article, we concentrate only on the �nal term in
Equation 1, i.e., the probability that no errors occur in the
communication subsystem. Please note that, when we talk
about communication subsystem, we are not concentrating
on the faults in the hardware (as in Pinho et al. [7]) or
in the software of such a system. Instead we look at it
from a system level and treat its correctness as the proba-
bility of correct and timely delivery of message sets. Since
the main cause for an incorrect (corrupted, missing or de-
layed) message delivery is environmental interferences, an
appropriate modelling of such factors in the context of the
environment in which the system will operate is essential
for performing reliability analysis. A completely accurate
modeling of the probability of timely delivery of messages
is far from being trivial and hence we have made certain
simplifying assumptions in order to divide the problem into
manageable proportions.

A. Problem Statement

The premises of our problem (from a designer's perspec-
tive) are:
� We are given the overall reliability requirements of the
system (say for example, a vehicle), from which we derive
the reliability requirement of a particular subsystem (say,
the computer system controlling pedal brake and ABS),
which in turn de�nes a requirement on the reliability of its
communication subsystem.
� The given requirements of the subsystem, after a series of
design steps, get converted to a set of relevant tasks along
with their timing properties. In our example of cars, the
overall vehicle level safety and performance requirements,
in conjunction with the vehicle dynamics and properties of
subsystems allow us to have separation of concerns between
hydraulic/mechanical systems and the electrical system. In
the next step we convert these requirements and constraints
into the timing speci�cations for the individual tasks and
messages.
� We have an environment model and know how to perform
response time analysis of CAN messages under normal and
error conditions [6].
The problem analysed is, given the above information,

how to �nd a suitable way of predicting the reliability of
the communication subsystem. The simple approach will
be to give a 0/1 weight to the schedulability aspect in eval-
uating the system `correctness' and calculate the reliability.
However, the environment model provides worst case sce-
narios, which may not occur in practice and its impact may
depend on the actual phasing of messages and the way in
which they interact with the environment/fault model. So,
the major issues are:
� Can we partition the schedulability analysis under faults
by considering a set of scenarios corresponding to di�erent

message and fault model phasings? (As illustrated in Fig-
ure 1; and where the worst case considered in our previous
analysis [6] is only one of several scenarios.)
� How can we use such an analysis to obtain a more accu-
rate reliability estimate?

B. Reliability Estimation

By de�nition, reliability is speci�ed over a mission time.
Normally we can assume a repetitive pattern of messages
(over the least common multiple (LCM) of the individual
message periods). Each LCM is typically a very small frac-
tion of the mission time.
We will now outline a methodology for estimating com-

munication failures due to external interference in a CAN-
bus. It should be noted that, the methodology presented in
this section can easily be applied to other communication
models as well.
Let t represent an arbitrary time point when the external

interference hits the bus and causes an error. If we can
assume zero error latency and instantaneous error detection
then t becomes the time point of detection of an error in
the bus due to external interferences.
We now de�ne the following probabilities:

pI(t) = Probability(Interference at t)

pC(t) = Probability(Msg corruptionjInterference at t)

pM(t) = Probability(Deadline missjInterference at t)

By relying on the extensive error detection and handling
features available in CAN, we can safely assume that an er-
ror in message corruption is either detected and corrected
by re-transmission or will ultimately result in a timing er-
ror. This allows us to ignore pC(t) and de�ne in our con-
text, the probability of communication failure due to an
interference starting at t as:

pF(t) = pM(t)� pI(t) (2)

In the environment model in [6], we have assumed the
possibility of an interference I1, having a certain pattern
hitting the message transmission. Let pI1(t) be the proba-
bility of such an event occurring at time t. We also assume
that another interference I2, having a di�erent pattern, can
hit the system at time t with a probability, say, pI2(t). In
[6], we assumed that both these interferences hit the mes-
sage transmission in a worst case manner and looked at
their impact on the schedulability. In this article, we will
increase the realism by relaxing the requirement on the
worst-case phasing between schedule and interference. It
should be noted that there is an implicit assumption that
these interferences are independent.

C. Failure Semantics

In the above presentation we assume that a single dead-
line miss causes a failure. This may be true for many sys-
tems, but in general, the failure semantics does not have to
be restricted to this simple case. For instance, most con-
trol engineers would require the system to be more robust,



i.e., the system should not loose stability if single dead-
lines, or even multiple deadlines, are missed. A tolerable
failure semantics for such a system [8] could for instance
be \3 consecutive deadlines missed or 5 out of 50 deadlines
missed". Such a de�nition of failure is more realistic and
also leads to a substantial increase in reliability estimates,
as compared to the single deadline miss case. To simplify
the presentation we will, however, stick to the simple \sin-
gle missed deadline" failure semantics for the time being,
but return to this issue in the reliability analysis in Sec-
tion IV-C.

D. Calculating Failure Probabilities

To calculate the subsystem reliability, �rst we need to
calculate the failure probability (in our case of the com-
munication subsystem subject to possible external inter-
ference), i.e., the probability of at least one failure (de�ned
as a missed deadline) during the mission time. In doing this
we assume that the interference free system is schedulable,
i.e. that it meets all deadlines with probability 1. This
can for a CAN-bus be veri�ed by using the analysis pre-
sented in Section III-A. Furthermore, due to the bit wise
behaviour of the CAN-bus, we can with respect to the ex-
ternal interference make a discretization of the time scale,
with the time unit corresponding to a single bit time �bit
(1�s for a 1Mbps bus), i.e., we make no distinction between
an interference hitting the entire bit or only a fraction of
it. In either case, the corruption will both occur and be
detected.

We will distinguish between two types of interference
sources:

� Intermittent sources, which are bursty sources that in-
terfere during the entire mission time T , and are for an
interference source I characterized by a period TI and a
burst length lI (where lI < TI), as illustrated in Figure 3.
� Transient sources, which are bursty sources of limited
duration. These occur at most once during a mission time
T , and are for an interference source J characterized by a
period TJ , a burst length lJ , and a number of bursts nJ
(where lJ < TJ and TJ �nJ < T ), as illustrated in Figure 4.

For a single intermittent source I we de�ne the proba-
bility of a communication failure during the mission time
as follows:

P T
F (I) =

X
t2[0;TI�1]

pI(t)� P T
F (I jh(I) = t) (3)

where P T
F (I jh(I) = t) denotes the conditional probability

of a communication failure, given that the system was hit
by interference from source I at time t, denoted by h(I) =
t. It follows, since interference and bus communication are
independent, that pI(t) =

1
TI
. To calculate P T

F (I jh(I) = t)
we will use simulation, i.e., we will simulate the bus traÆc
during a mission, including the e�ects of interference, to
determine if any communication failure (deadline violation)
occurs. This will for each t result in either 0, if no deadline
is missed, or 1, if a deadline miss is detected.

For a single transient source J we de�ne the probabil-
ity of a communication failure during the mission time as
follows:

P T
F (J) =

X
t2[�nJTJ ;T �1]

pJ(t)� P T
F (J js(J) = t) (4)

where pJ (t) denotes the probability that the �rst transient
interference hits the system at time t, and P T

F (J js(J) = t)
denotes the conditional probability of a communication
failure during T due to interference from J , given that
the interference J starts at time t. In the above sum-
mation all possible full or partial interferences from the
transient source during mission time are considered. The
interval [�nJTJ ; 0] speci�cally captures initial partial in-
terferences, starting before mission time, but ending dur-
ing mission. It follows, since interference and bus com-
munication are independent, that pJ (t) = 1

T+nJTJ
. To

calculate P T
F (J js(J) = t) we will use simulation, just as

above. The number of scenarios to simulate here is po-
tentially much larger than for an intermittent source, since
typically T >> TI . However, the number of simulations
can be reduced, since the probability of failure is indepen-
dent of the LCM, in which the interference hits the system.
We can prove that

P T
F (J) �

T + nJTJ

LCM
�

X
t2[0;LCM�1]

pJ(t)� P T
F (J js(J) = t)

=

X
t2[0;LCM�1]

P T
F (J js(J) = t)

LCM
(5)

It should be noted that we introduce a slight pessimism
(which is the reason for the �) since the probability for
failure in T is lower towards the end, when the interference
bursts are extending past the end of T . However, since we
assume nJ � TJ << T , the introduced pessimism can be
considered negligible.
Also, note that in (5) the e�ects of the interference start-

ing before the LCM is covered by the interference on the
subsequent LCM, which is the reason for starting the sum-
mation with t = 0 (rather than t = �njTj as in (4)).
Finally, note that by not counting the interferences start-

ing outside the very �rst LCM (at the beginning of the
mission time), we introduce some optimism, but since the
assumption of nJ�TJ << T this optimism is insigni�cant.
To be more precise a fraction of (4),

P
t2[�nJTJ ;0]

pJ (t) �

P T
F (J js(J) = t), could be added to (5) in order to cover for

the pre-mission time trigged transient faults.
We now extend the above basic analysis to the analysis

of multiple sources of interference. First, we consider the
case of two independent sources of interference. There are
three cases to consider:

1. Two intermittent sources I1 and I2:
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Fig. 3. Pattern of interference from an intermittent source, with burst length lI and period TI .
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Fig. 4. Pattern of interference from a transient source, hitting the system at time x, with burst length lJ , period TJ and consisting of nJ
bursts.

P T
F (I1; I2) =

X
t1 2 [0; TI1 � 1]
t2 2 [0; TI2 � 1]

pI1(t1)� pI2(t2)� (6)

� P T
F (I1; I2jh(I1) = t1 ^ h(I2) = t2)

2. Two transient sources J1 and J2:

P T
F (J1; J2) =

X
t1 2 [�nJ1TJ1 ;T � 1]
t2 2 [�nJ2TJ2 ;T � 1]

pJ1(t1)� pJ2(t2)� (7)

� P T
F (J1; J2js(J1) = t1 ^ s(J2) = t2)

3. One intermittent and one transient source:

P T
F (I1; J2) =

X
t1 2 [0; TI1 � 1]

t2 2 [�nJ2TJ2 ;T � 1]

pI1(t1)� pJ2(t2)� (8)

� P T
F (I1; J2jh(I1) = t1 ^ s(J2) = t2)

The number of scenarios to simulate for the above three
cases are in the order of TI1 � TI2 , T

2, and TI1 � T , re-
spectively. This may be rather large, especially for the two
latter cases. By observing symmetries in the formulas we
can however reduce the number of scenarios. For case 3,
consider the following two mutually exclusive situations:

� LCM � TI1 , which leads to the following reduced for-
mula:

P T
F (I1; J2) =

T + nJ2TJ2
LCM

�
X

t1 2 [0; TI1 � 1]
t2 2 [0; LCM � 1]

pI1(t1)� (9)

� pJ2(t2)�

� P T
F (I1; J2jh(I1) = t1 ^ s(J2) = t2)

� LCM < TI1 , which leads to the following reduced for-

mula:

P T
F (I1; J2) =

T + nJ2TJ2
TI1

�
X

t1 2 [0; TI1 � 1]
t2 2 [0; TI1 � 1]

pI1(t1)� (10)

� pJ2(t2)�

� P T
F (I1; J2jh(I1) = t1 ^ s(J2) = t2)

The above two equations can be combined into:

P T
F (I1; J2) =

T + nJ2TJ2
max(LCM;TI1)

� (11)

�
X

t1 2 [0; TI1 � 1]
t2 2 [0;max(LCM;TI1 )� 1]

pI1(t1)� pJ2(t2)�

� P T
F (I1; J2jh(I1) = t1 ^ s(J2) = t2)

and thus, we have reduced the number of scenarios from
the order of TI1 �T to the order of TI1 �max(LCM;TI1).
Finally, we present the general formula for an arbitrary

number of interference sources of either type (n intermit-
tent and m transient sources of interference):

P T
F (I1; : : : ; In; J1; : : : ; Jm) = (12)
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E. Approach to Analysis

The above equations de�ne the probability of communi-
cation failure given a set of sources interfering with the
communication according to speci�ed patterns. In our
modeling we will additionally specify the probability that
an interference source actually is active during the mission.
This gives us the following:

� We have a set of external sources of interference K =
I[J , where I is a set of intermittent sources of interference
and J is a set of transient sources, as de�ned above.
� Each interference source k 2 K is either active or inac-
tive during a mission. The probability for the source to be
active is P act

k , and the probability for inactivity is conse-
quently 1� P act

k .

For a scenario with a single intermittent interference
source I1 and a single transient interference source J2, we
can now (with a slight generalization of the notation) de-
�ne the probability of a communication failure in a mission
as follows:

QT
F (fI1; J2g) = P act

I1
� P act

J2
� P T

F (I1; J2) + (13)

+P act
I1

� (1� P act
J2

)� P T
F (I1) +

+(1� P act
I1

)� P act
J2

� P T
F (J2)

which for an arbitrary set I of intermittent sources and
an arbitrary set J of transient interference sources can be
generalized to

QT
F (I [ J ) =

X
A�I[J

 Y
a2A

P act
a

!
� (14)

�

0
@Y

b2A

(1� P act
b )

1
A� P T

F (A)

where A = (I [J )nA. Intuitively, Equation 15 de�nes the
failure probability for a system that is potentially subjected
to interference from a set I [ J of interference sources as
the sum of weighted probabilities that a failure occurs in
each of the possible combination of sources.
The value of P T

F (A) is, as mentioned above, obtained by
simulation. This amounts to:

� For each intermittent interference source I 2 A make a
selection from the set of discrete time points [0; TI � 1].
Each picked sample s indicates the phasing of the corre-
sponding source at time 0. The selected phasing will give
a scenario with interferences from source I starting at s,
s+ TI , s+ 2TI ,: : : , s+ nTI , where n = d T

TI
e.

� For each transient interference source J 2 A we make a
selection from the set of discrete time points [�nJTJ ; T �1].
Each picked sample indicates the time when the interfer-
ence from the corresponding source hits the system.
� Perform the simulation (as detailed in Section III) to ob-
tain P T

F (Ajselected phasings of interferences). The result
will be either 1 or 0, corresponding to no communication
failures or communication failure detected, respectively.

We can then calculate QT
F (A) using Equation 15.

For most realistic systems with multiple sources of in-
terference, complete analysis involving simulation of all
combinations of phasings and interference sources will not
be computationally feasible. An alternative approach can
then be to use a statistical sampling based method in which
only a restricted set of phasings are simulated. That ap-
proach is further elaborated on in Section III-C.

III. Schedulability Analysis of CAN Messages

The Controller Area Network (CAN) is a broadcast bus
designed to operate at speeds of up to 1 Mbps. Data is
transmitted in messages containing between 0 and 8 bytes
of data. An 11 bit identi�er is associated with each mes-
sage. The identi�er is required to be unique, in the sense
that two simultaneously active messages originating from
di�erent sources must have distinct identi�ers. The iden-
ti�er serves two purposes: (1) assigning a priority to the
message, and (2) enabling receivers to �lter messages.

CAN is a collision-detect broadcast bus, which uses de-
terministic collision resolution to control access to the bus.
The basis for the access mechanism is the electrical charac-
teristics of a CAN bus: if multiple stations are transmitting
concurrently and one station transmits a `0' then all sta-
tions monitoring the bus will see a `0'. Conversely, only
if all stations transmit a `1' will all processors monitoring
the bus see a `1'. During arbitration, competing stations
are simultaneously putting their identi�ers, one bit at the
time, on the bus. By monitoring the resulting bus value, a
station detects if there is a competing higher priority mes-
sage and stops transmission if this is the case. Because
identi�ers are unique within the system, a station trans-
mitting the last bit of the identi�er without detecting a
higher priority message must be transmitting the highest
priority queued message, and hence can start transmitting
the body of the message.

A. Classical CAN Bus Analysis

Tindell et al. [9] [10] present analysis to calculate the
worst-case latencies of CAN messages. This analysis is
based on the standard �xed priority response time anal-
ysis for CPU scheduling [3].

Calculating the response times requires a bounded worst
case queuing pattern of messages. The standard way of
expressing this is to assume a set of traÆc streams S (cor-
responding to CPU tasks), each generating messages with
a �xed priority. The worst case behaviour of each stream
is to periodically queue messages. Each Si 2 S is a triple
< Pi; Ti; Ci >, where Pi is the priority (de�ned by the mes-
sage identi�er), Ti is the period and Ci the worst case trans-
mission time of messages sent on stream Si. The worst-case
latency Ri of a CAN message sent on stream Si is de�ned
by

Ri = Ji + qi + Ci (15)

where Ji is the queuing jitter of the message, i.e., the max-
imum variation in queuing time relative Ti, inherited from



the sender task which queues the message, and qi repre-
sents the e�ective queuing time, given by:

qi = Bi +
X

j2HP(i)

�
qi + Jj + �bit

Tj

�
Cj +E(qi + Ci) (16)

where the term Bi is the worst-case blocking time of mes-
sages sent on Si, HP(i) is the set of streams with priority
higher than Si, �bit (the bit-time) caters for the di�erence
in arbitration start times at the di�erent nodes due to prop-
agation delays and protocol tolerances, and E(qi+Ci) is an
error term denoting the time required for error signalling
and recovery. The reason for the blocking factor is that
transmissions are non-preemptive, i.e., after a bus arbi-
tration has started the message with the highest priority
among competing messages will be transmitted till com-
pletion, even if a message with higher priority gets queued
before the transmission is completed. However, in case
of errors a message can be interrupted/preempted during
transmission, requiring a complete retransmission of the
entire message. The extra cost for this is catered for in the
error term E above.

B. Our Previous Generalization

In [6] we present a generalization of the relatively sim-
plistic error model by Tindell and Burns [9]. Our error
model speci�cally addresses,
� multiple sources of errors: Handling of each source sep-
arately is not suÆcient; instead they have to be composed
into a worst case interference with respect to the latency
on the bus.
� the signalling pattern of individual sources: Each source
can typically be characterized by a pattern of shorter or
longer bursts, during which the bus is unavailable, i.e., no
signalling will be possible on the bus.
The above model is, just as Tindell and Burns' model,

deterministic in that it models speci�c �xed patterns of
interferences. An alternative is to use a stochastic model
with interference distributions. Such a model is proposed
by Navet et al. [11], which use a Generalized Poisson Pro-
cess to model the frequency of interference, as well as their
duration (single errors and error bursts).
In this article, we will use the following deterministic

error model, which is a simpli�ed version of the model in-
troduced in [6]:
� There is a set K of sources of interference, with each
source ki 2 K contributing an error term Eki(t). Their
combined e�ect E(t) can be de�ned as,

E(t) = Ek1(t)jEk2 (t)j : : : jEkjKj
(t) (17)

where j denotes composition of error terms.
� Each source ki 2 K interferes by inducing an unde�ned
bus value during a characteristic time period Tki . Each
such interference will (if it coincides with a transmission)
lead to a transmission error. If Tki is larger than �bit, then
the error recovery will be delayed accordingly.
� Patterns of interferences for each source ki 2 K can inde-
pendently be speci�ed as a sequence of nki bursts of length
lki with period Tki .

From the generic parameters it is possible to model both
intermittent and transient sources of interference, as intro-
duced in Section II-D. An intermittent source k is de�ned
by letting nk > T

Tk
. Any interference source with smaller

nk is a transient source. See �gures 3 and 4 for illustrations.
Using such a model we can see that

Eki(t) = Bki(t)� (O +max(0; lki � �bit)) (18)

where the number of interferences until t, Bki(t), is given
by

Bki(t) = min

�
nki ;

�
t

Tki

��
(19)

Note that, max(0; lki��bit) de�nes the length of lki exceed-

ing �bit, whereas
l

t
Tki

m
is the number of initiated bursts

until t.
We assume that the overhead Oi is given by:

Oi = 31� �bit + max
l2HP(i)[fig

(Cl) (20)

where 31 � �bit is the time required for error signalling in
CAN and the max-term denotes the worst-case retransmis-
sion time as the largest transmission time of any message
of higher priority (HP(i)) or the considered message (i).
Retransmissions of corrupted messages with lower priority
will not interfere, since the considered message will, due to
the priority based arbitration, be transmitted before any
such message.

C. Analysis with Random Phasings of Interferences

The analysis in Section III-B above assumes worst-case
phasings of queuings and interferences. In combining tim-
ing and reliability modeling, we will use a relaxed model
which considers the probability of di�erent interference sce-
narios, not only the extreme worst-case. Our relaxed model
will be based on
1. Worst-case phasings of message queuings at time 0 in the
LCM (actually this could be at any time, so why not choose
0?). This introduces some pessimism, since the worst case
may not occur in every LCM, but is consistent with the
assumed traÆc in the interference free model.
2. Random phasings of interferences. This can be ex-
pressed as an o�set from the beginning of the mission time
to when the �rst interference hits. For each interference
source Ii that hits, such an o�set should be \sampled" (as
outlined in Section II-E).
To calculate the probability of a deadline miss we per-

form a simulation of the message transfer and interference
during the mission time T , as described in Section II-E.
The analysis we make is based on either exhaustive simu-

lation or by sampling. If the LCM is small and the number
of combined interference sources to be analysed are few,
then exhaustive simulation is recommended. Algorithms
for both exhaustive and sampling based simulation are pre-
sented in Appendix A.
In calculating the �nal failure probability QT

F (Equa-
tion 15) we can use either of the algorithms in Appendix A



can be used to calculate P T
F . In general, the total num-

ber of required simulations in the exhaustive case is rather
large, since there are 2jKj � 1 combinations of interference
sources to consider, and for each combination A, there areY
a2A

�
Ta if a 2 I
T if a 2 J

phasings to consider. The actual sit-

uation is however not as bad as this may indicate, since the
algorithms can be optimized for special cases (e.g., using
Equation 12 instead of Equation 13) and using Rnd sim

rather than Ex sim. Due to the regular pattern of many
scenarios and that we immediately can conclude \commu-
nication failure" if a single failure is detected, the time to
perform simulations can be substantially reduced as well.
The details of this are however outside the scope of this
article.

We have implemented the analysis using a simulator de-
veloped by Lindgren et al. [12].

IV. Example : A Distributed Braking System

We now present a case study of a simpli�ed intelligent
Antilock Braking System (ABS), where each separate brake
is controlled by a computer. Furthermore, there is one
computer that controls the brake pedal. All nodes are
connected by a CAN-bus (see Figure 5). The applica-
tion is a distributed control algorithm, which calculates
the brake force for each wheel depending on the brake
pressure achieved from the driver. Therefore, each wheel-
computer has to receive information about the state of the
other wheels, to be able to make correct calculation and
actuation. Thus each wheel is equipped with a sensor that
monitors the rotation of the wheel. Each node sends the
monitored values periodically.

brake discs

ABS-1

ABS-2

ABS-3

ABS-4

BRAKE
CAN

actuator

rotation
sensor

load
sensor

Fig. 5. Typical Computer Network in a Car with ABS

Our task is to implement a `reliable' antilock braking
system for vehicles. Since this is a subsystem of the entire
vehicle system, we assume an appropriate reliability �gure
(say less than 10�9 faults/hour) to be attained by the ABS.
This �gure is in fact mandated by an assumed overall sys-
tem reliability requirement of less than 10�7 faults/hour.

Table II speci�es a typical subset of messages sent in this
simpli�ed ABS and the timing details (in ms) of these mes-
sages sent via CAN in a car. The timing parameters are
typically requirements derived from the vehicle dynamics

by a control engineer. Priority 1 is assumed to be the high-
est and 6 is the lowest. We assume a maximum blocking
time of 135�bit due to background message traÆc. We also
assume that the CAN bus operates at 250 Kbps.

Msg ID Priority Ti Di Ci Sender
OPERATOR-1 1 8 8 0.54 BRAKE
ABS-1 2 4 4 0.54 ABS-1
ABS-2 3 4 4 0.54 ABS-2
ABS-3 4 4 4 0.54 ABS-3
ABS-4 5 4 4 0.54 ABS-4
OPERATOR-2 6 15 15 0.54 BRAKE

TABLE II

A Typical Message Set in Car

Please note that the task set above is a quite simpli�ed
one from those used in practice. Our aim here is, however,
not to present an accurate model of an ABS-system, but
to illustrate our methodology and indicate its usefulness.

A. Interference Characteristics

In our example, we will consider two sources of interfer-
ence, viz., a mobile phone lying inside the vehicle and radar
transmissions from ships while the vehicle crosses bridges.
These are considered to represent typical sources of inter-
ference. We characterize them in the following manner.
Mobile phones (such as GSM-phones) typically operate

at 900MHz - 1800 MHz frequencies. The carrier when a
call is active or being activated is for a period of about 500
�s duration out of a 4ms cycle (since each frequency can
be shared by up to 8 phones). When inactive, the mobile
phone will send signals to the base station once in every
half-an-hour. In addition, on a moving vehicle extra signals
are sent when the phone switches between base-stations. It
should be noted that these interferences may have impact
only when the mobile phone is lying close to the network
cables. We assume a typical interval between bursts to be
30 secs, i.e. Tphone = 30s and lphone = 500�s.
For our second interference source, viz., radar transmis-

sions from a ship, we assume the duration of an interference
burst to be 1 ms with a single burst in each interference,
i.e., lradar = 1ms and nradar = 1.

B. Experiments

To illustrate our method we will provide the following
analysis of our simple ABS system:

� Classical worst-case analysis, without considering any
faults, using the analysis of Section III-A.
� Worst-case analysis under worst-case fault phasings, us-
ing the analysis of Section III-B.
� Worst-case analysis under arbitrary fault phasings, using
the analysis of Section III-C. Since we are considering two
independent sources of interferences, three cases will be
considered: a) interference from the mobile phone only, b)
interference from the radar only, and c) interference from
both the sources.



In combining the obtained results to an overall reliability
estimate for the considered mission time of eight hours, we
will make the following assumptions:
� If a mobile phone is lying too close to a network cable,
it will remain there for the entire mission.
� The probability that a mobile phone is lying too close to
a network cable is 10�4.
� The probability of passing a bridge (under which a ship
equipped with a powerful radar may pass) is for each mis-
sion 0:5.
� The probability that a ship equipped with a powerful
radar is passing under a bridge when a speci�c car (which
is known to pass such a bridge during its current mission)
is passing is 10�3.
� The probability of a ship having activated its radar while
passing a bridge is 0:7.
From the above information we derive: P act

phone = 10�4

and P act
radar = 0:5� 10�3 � 0:7 = 3:5� 10�4. Note that we

have no strong basis for the assumed values above. They
merely represent intelligent guesses indicating the type of
parameters that need to be identi�ed.

C. Reliability Analysis Results

We have performed reliability analysis on our example
message set. First, we calculated the response time with-
out interference using Equation 15 in Section III-A. The
resulting values (in milliseconds) in column (0) in Table III
show that the message set is schedulable under interference
free conditions.
Next we analysed the system under worst case interfer-

ence phasings using the analysis from Section III-B. The
results, presented in columns (1)-(3) in Table III, show that
some messages miss deadlines (indicated by a `*') in all
three cases: interferences from phone only (column (1)),
radar only (column (2)), and both sources (column (3)).
According to the analysis under worst case assumptions,

we can see that 1 out of 6 and 2 out of 6 messages miss their
deadlines considering individual interference from phone
only and radar only, respectively, whilst 5 out of 6 mes-
sages miss their deadlines under combined interferences
from both the sources.
We �nally conducted simulation runs by varying the

points of start of interferences according to Algorithm 2
in Appendix A. The results are shown in Table IV. Com-
bining the obtained failure probabilities, using the proba-
bilities for the di�erent interference scenarios derived from
the assumptions in the previous section, we get the follow-
ing failure probability formula (derived from Equation 15):

QT
F (fphone; radarg) =P act

phone(1� P act
radar)� 0:000968+

+ P act
radar(1� P act

phone)� 0:001256+

+ P act
phone � P act

radar � 0:002722 (21)

which evaluates to 5:36� 10�7.
Unfortunately this is an unacceptable high failure prob-

ability compared to the admissible failure probability of
10�9. However, returning to the discussion on failure se-
mantics at the end of Section II-C, we note that systems

that fail due to a single deadline miss should be avoided,
since they are extremely sensitive. Especially for critical
systems, the designer has an obligation to make the system
more robust. For instance, for our simple system a more
reasonable failure semantics would be: \a failure occurs if
more than 2 out of 10 deadlines are missed". It should be
noted that changing failure semantics may have implica-
tions for the design, since we have to make sure that the
system appropriately can handle the new situation, e.g., in
our case that a few deadline misses can be tolerated.
Table V reports the results from a simulation of exactly

the same system as above, except that we now use the new
failure semantics.
Recalculating the overall mission failure probability

QT
F using the failure probabilities from Table V gives

QT
F (fphone; radarg) = 7:84� 10�12, which is quite negli-

gible in relation to the required failure probability of 10�9.
This means that the system has suÆciently high reliability
to be acceptable. Hence, our analysis has relieved the de-
signer from the costly redesign process which would have
been chosen if only the analysis with worst case phasing
was considered.

V. Conclusions

We have presented a method that allows controlled relax-
ation of the timing requirements of safety-critical hard real-
time systems. The underlying rational is that no real sys-
tem is (or can ever be) hard real-time, since the behaviour
of neither the design nor the hardware components can
be completely guaranteed. By integrating hard real-time
schedulability with the reliability analysis normally used
to estimate the imperfection of reality, we obtain a more
accurate reliability analysis framework with high potential
for providing solid arguments for making design tradeo�s,
e.g., that allow a designer to choose a slower (and less ex-
pensive) bus or CPU, even though the timing requirements
are violated in some rare worst-case scenario.
Using traditional schedulability analysis techniques, the

designer will in many cases have no other choice than to
redesign the system (in hardware, software or both). How-
ever, by resorting to our new analysis, we may see that
the probability of an extreme error situation arising is very
low and thus the designer may not need to perform a costly
re-design.
It is well known [8] that a control system that fails due to

a single deadline miss is not robust enough to be of much
practical use. Rather the system should tolerate single
deadline misses, or even multiple deadline misses or more
complex requirements on the acceptable pattern of dead-
line misses. These requirements should of course be derived
from the requirements on stability in the control of the ex-
ternal process. The possibility to handle such requirements
in the analysis can makes the use of the resources even more
eÆcient, i.e., we achieve a tradeo� situation between algo-
rithmic fault-tolerance and resource usage. By considering
each message separately in our example we could increase
the reliability by incorporating algorithmic fault tolerance
for functions which are dependent on a message that has



Msg ID Priority Ti Di Ci Response Time
(0) no interf. (1)phone (2)radar (3) phone&radar

OPERATOR-1 1 8 8 0.54 1.08 2.24 2.74 3.549
ABS-1 2 4 4 0.54 1.64 2.78 3.28 * 4.374
ABS-2 3 4 4 0.54 2.16 3.32 3.82 * 6.131
ABS-3 4 4 4 0.54 2.70 3.86 * 4.36 * 7.339
ABS-4 5 4 4 0.54 3.24 * 4.40 * 6.52 * 8.419
OPERATOR-2 6 15 15 0.54 3.78 7.86 7.60 *16.384

TABLE III

Response Time Analysis- Normal and under Faults

Interference Average Case in Simulation
Sources Total Missed Failure 99.9% Con�dence

Messages Deadlines Probability Interval

phone only 4530000 4385 96:8� 10�5 +
- 4:2� 10�5

radar only 4530000 5691 125:6� 10�5 +
- 5:3� 10�5

phone and radar 4530000 12331 272:2� 10�5 +
- 8:3� 10�5

TABLE IV

Simulation results: Simple failure semantics

Interference Average Case in Simulation
Sources Total Number of Failure 99.9% Con�dence

Messages Failures Probability Interval
phone only 4530000 0 0 0
radar only 4530000 0 0 0

phone and radar 4530000 1015 22:4� 10�5 +
- 6:6� 10�5

TABLE V

Simulation results: Refined failure semantics

the lowest reliability.

The presented method is tailored for analysis of the ef-
fects of external interference on CAN-bus communication.
The method could be extended in various directions, such
as including stochastic modeling of external interferences,
distributions of transmission times due to bit-stuÆng, dis-
tributions of actual queuing times, distributions of queuing
jitter, as well as applying the framework to CPU schedul-
ing, including variations in execution times of tasks, jitter,
periods for sporadic tasks, etc. Some of these extensions
require dependency issues to be carefully considered. For
instance, message queuing jitter may for all messages on
the same node be dependent on interrupt frequencies. As-
suming independence in such a situation may lead to highly
inaccurate results. Another critical issue which should be
given further attention is the sensitivity of the analysis to
variations in model parameters and assumptions, such as
the assumed probabilities for the interference sources to be
active in our example.

We are convinced that a successful development of a
holistic analysis framework, taking both reliability and
schedulability (as well as other pertinent issues) into ac-
count will be of immense value for the development of re-

source constrained safety-critical real-time systems. The
method presented here is an important step in that direc-
tion.
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Appendix

I. Simulation algorithms

The following are high level pseudo code descriptions of
the algorithms for the simulation based analysis in Sec-
tion III-C.

Algorithm 1 (Exhaustive Simulation)
The algorithm takes as input a list of interference sources
A and returns the probability that an interference scenario
causes a communication failure.

Algorithm Ex sim(A : \list of interference sources"):
probability
sample : array [\A"] of int;

Function startsample(k: interference source): Int
If k 2 I fintermittent sourceg
then startsample:= 0
else ftransient sourceg

startsample:= �nkTk;
end.func

Function maxsample(k: interference source): Int
If k 2 I fintermittent sourceg
then maxsample:= Tk - 1
else ftransient sourceg

maxsample:= T -1;
end.func

Function simulate(\list of phasings"): 1/0
\Simulate behavior during T "
If deadline violation
then simulate:=1
else simulate:=0;

end.func

begin.alg
scenarios:=0;
fail:=0;
For sample[First(A)]:=startsample(First(A)) to

maxsample(First(A)) do
For sample[next(First(A))]:=

startsample(next(First(A))) to
maxsample(next(First(A))) do

...
For sample[Last(A)]:=

startsample(Last(A)) to
maxsample(Last(A)) do

scenarios:= scenarios + 1;
fail:= fail + simulate(sample);

od
...
od

od
Ex sim:= fail/scenarios;

end.alg
The algorithm Ex sim investigates for each combination of
phasings if the interference sources cause a communication
failure or not.
Algorithm 2 (Random Simulation)

The algorithm takes as input a list of interference sources
A and returns the probability that an interference scenario
causes a communication failure.

Algorithm Rnd sim(A : \list of interference sources"):
probability
sample : array [\A"] of int;
begin.alg

scenarios:=0;
fail:=0;
Do until con�dence � required con�dence

For a = First(A) to Last(A) do
sample[a]:=

pick a sample(startsample(a),
maxsample(a))

od
scenarios:= scenarios + 1;
fail:= fail + simulate(sample);

od
Rnd sim:= fail/scenarios;

end.alg
The algorithm Rnd sim randomly selects phasings of the

interference sources and investigates if the selected combi-
nation of interferences causes a communication failure. The
procedure is repeated until required level of con�dence is
reached.


